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Risk management = insurance

Risk = ProbabilityX Consequences



Today…
• The science of climate change

oClimate change as risk management

• The risks of climate change to Utah 

• Options for reducing the climate risk



1824
Joseph Fourier:
Greenhouse effect

1859
John Tyndall:
Gas absorption

1897
Svante Arrhenius:

CO2 as GHG

A history of climate science



1824
Joseph Fourier:
Greenhouse effect

1856
Eunice Foote:
Gas absorption

1897
Svante Arrhenius:

CO2 as GHG

An (updated) history of climate science



Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC)

• Comprehensive assessment: 
What does the science say?

• Approved by 189 World 
Governments (including US)

• Two main findings:
• Warming of last half-century 

is unequivocal
• >95% chance that most of 

warming is due to human 
emissions of greenhouse 
gases



Is the planet warming?



• Long-term change: climate change
• Yearly wiggles: weather! (El Nino, etc)



Where is it heating up the 
most?

Source: IPCC TAR Summary for Policy Makers



Are we causing it?





Greenhouse gas concentrations 
are rising due to human emissions

Source: IPCC AR4Summary for Policy Makers



What about natural changes?

Source: IPCC AR5, SPM

Humans

Nature

Amount of warming



Five independent lines of evidence:
1. Basic physics (greenhouse gases trap 
heat)
2.CO2 and temperature strongly coupled in 
Earth’s history
3. Mathematical models can predict 
observations
4. No other physically possible drivers 
that are consistent with data
5. Climate “Fingerprints”

How	scientists	know	humans	are	causing	global	warming



How	much	are	humans	causing?

Answer: Basically all of it (best scientific 
estimate is ~100%)



Thus,	the	consensus	among	climate	
scientists	is	very	strong

Cook et al. 2016

Powell 2017

99.9%



Questions???



Discuss with your neighbor
• Think for a minute about potential effects of 

climate change you might have seen in your 
life already

• Discuss with a partner
oWhat have you seen?
oWhat are you worried about for the future?



Today…
• The science of climate change

oClimate change as risk management

• The risks of climate change to Utah: 
oWildfires, droughts, ecosystems

• Options for reducing the climate risk



How hot will it get?
• How much greenhouse gases we 

emit (we can control)
• How the planet responds to 

increased greenhouse gas 
concentrations (we can’t control)
o Feedbacks (permafrost, wildfire, etc.)



What does the future hold?



1. Future 
human 
emissions 
are most 
important 
factor

2. Here in UT, 
5-6 F in low 
emissions; 8-
10 F in high 
emissions



Risk = Probability x Consequences



Climate Change Impacts



Risks to Utah



Wildfires
• More frequent fires

• More intense fires

• Longer fire 
durations

• Longer fire seasons

Source: Westerling et al. 2006 Science 



Late Snowmelt Years Early Snowmelt Years

Fewer, smaller fires More, larger fires

Westerling





Drought/Water Risks



Photo: Climate Central



Drought & water supply

Source: Barnett & Pierce . 2007 PNAS

§ Earlier snowmelt à less summer water available
§ Less rain à more frequent and severe droughts
§ Higher temperatures à more stressful droughts
§ Growing populations/water demand



Activity: Climate change 
and food webs



Moving species
• Shifting where they live 

poleward and upward in 
elevation

• Observed in thousands of 
species now – birds, 
butterflies, plants, insects, 
reptiles, mammals

• When might this be 
insufficient?

1930s

1950s

1990s



Widespread forest die-off



• Estimated 8-10% of 
western US aspen

• Triple threat to US 
forests: drought, 
beetles, fires

• We measure the 
physiology of trees 
in the field and lab

• Goal is to predict 
the future of 
western US forests

Worrall et al. 2010, Forest Ecol & Mngment



Today…
• The science of climate change

oClimate change as risk management

• The risks of climate change to Utah: 
oWildfires, droughts, water shortages, heat-waves

• Options for reducing the climate risk



What is our insurance for climate change?

Risk = Probability x Consequences



Two broad categories of responses
• Mitigation: Reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions à reducing climate change 
itself

• Adaptation: Reducing the *impacts* of 
climate change (NOT stopping climate 
change itself)
• Most do both mitigation & adaptation (not 

either/or)
• Examples: Heat tolerant-crops; snowmaking 

equipment at ski areas, air conditioning



Good news

• But, without policy, technology won’t 
reduce emissions enough Earth Policy Institute



Good news: Paris Agreement
• Agreed unanimously in Dec 2015
• Global goal of limiting temperature rise 

to < 2 C
• Legally binding for each nation to 

publish a plan for reducing emissions
• Complying with plans is voluntary
• Frequent reassessment of targets
• Bottom up, builds momentum, 

encourages multi-lateral agreements



Good news: Paris Agreement

www.climatetracker.org



Good news…
• We have not yet passed thresholds for really 

bad impacts
• We are in control of CO2 emissions
• We have lots of options to reduce our climate 

risk:
• Wind, solar, biofuels, nuclear, efficiency

• Lots of positive co-benefits to reducing 
climate risk
• Increased national security
• Less air pollution
• Save money (for example, energy conservation)

• Reducing our climate risk can be an 
economic opportunity and good insurance


